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Macnaught’s Positive Displacement Flow Meters 

are suitable for a wide range of industrial          

applications including fuel and oil distribution,   

corrosive chemical, solvent measurement and high 

pressure applications to name a few.  

For more information, contact us today. 

FHO1915-01 OIL REEL 
RETRACTA Heavy Duty twin pedestal 

spring rewind Oil reel c/w 15m of 3/4" 

Oil hose, 3/4" BSPF inlet fitting and 3/4" 

BSPT M hose end.  

Also available as a bare reel. 

$1740.00 

FCD2515-01 DIESEL REEL 
RETRACTA Cradle frame spring rewind 

Diesel reel c/w 15m of 1" Diesel hose, 

1" BSPF inlet fitting and 1" BSPT M 

hose end. 

$2350.00 

FCM2500-01 OIL/WATER/AIR 
REEL 

RETRACTA Cradle frame spring rewind 

Oil/Water/Air reel - BARE. Hose capaci-

ty 15m of 1" Oil/Water/Air hose. 

$1690.00 

FCW2515-01 WATER REEL 
RETRACTA Cradle frame spring rewind 

Water reel c/w 15m of 1" Water hose, 

1" BSPF inlet fitting and 1" BSPT M 

hose end.   

$1990.00 



PERT512UG AIR OP OIL PUMP 
Pump for medium flow/longer distance 

needs. Free flow delivery up to 11L/min 

Supplied as bare pump with 2" bung 

adaptor only. 1" BSP(F) fluid inlet / 1/2" 

BSP(F) fluid outlet. Suitable for oils & 

coolants up to SAE140                        

RRP $836.35 

$689.00  

P3-01C AIR OP GREASE PUMP 
Excellent for high volume grease   

users that have many applications and 

require continuous high pressure 

greasing. This portable grease       

dispensing system is suitable for 20kg 

pails and is equipped with a low air 

consumption motor that doesn't need 

to be lubricated due to the use of 

modern polymer materials.               

RRP $1349.00 

$1080.00  

K45-01-11 GREASE GUN 
Heavy duty pistol grip  construction 
to suit 450g cartridges, The K29® is 

fully repairable with a strong die 
cast head and heavy gauge steel 
barrel for extra long service life. 

RRP $145.15 
 

$115.00  
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C7Z-01 HAND OP OIL PUMP 
The C7-01 hand operated oil pump is 

suitable for use with a wide range of min-
eral oils. It is ideal for     pumping gear 
oils and transmission fluids up to SAE 
140. Features a built in nozzle holder, 

1.8m delivery hose, delivery spout and a 
manual non-drip nozzle complete with   

manual shut off.  
RRP $169.90 

 

$135.00 

KY+ SAFETY GREASE COUPLER 
The patent approved release mechanism 
on the new JY+ grease coupler delivers 
enhanced safety and is both easier and 

faster to use. Providing a strong leak-free 
connection while imporivng safety and 

usability.  
Available in BSP, NPT and M10x1. 

RRP $39.00  
 

$35.00 

HG100-01-11 
High volume oil control gun with flexible 
extension and manual non-drip nozzle. 
Fitted with trigger guard, locking trigger 
and full flow 3/4" BSP(F) inlet swivel. Up 

to 10,350 kPa (1500 psi) maximum    
working pressure.                                   

Flow rate up to 57L/min. 
RRP $793.00 

 

$720.00 

B2-01 
The B2 booster gun is suitable for air 

powered greasing equipment. It comes 
standard with the P3 POWERLUBE P6 
and P8-11 MAXILUBE,  greasing sys-

tems. The B2-01 is supplied with a         

ZSB- High Pressure Grease Swivel.  
RRP $194.50 

 

$176.00 

K29-01-11 GREASE GUN 
Heavy duty pistol grip  construction 
to suit 450g cartridges, The K29® is 

fully repairable with a strong die 
cast head and heavy gauge steel 
barrel for extra long service life. 

RRP $164.90 
 

$130.00  


